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Frederick William Dame 

(Exercising freedom of speech … as long as it still exists.) 

 

Just Thinking 

 

Number 172   Special GOOD-BYE Issue 

 

On January 20, 2017, Donald John Trump will be sworn into office as the 45th 

President of the United States of America.  Barack Hussein Obama will be gone, 

although he has rented a house in Washington D.C. so that he can be ever-present 

to comment contra the politics of the Trump Administration and take action against 

them.  Based upon his experience as a misleader, shown in the image below, Barack 

Hussein Obama will attempt to further destroy everything he encounters that he does 

not agree with. 

 

I admonish you, Barack Hussein Obama to shut up your face!  You have caused 

enough damage to the United States of America! 

 

Source:  https://glennhenson.files.wordpress.com/2011/04/image001-obama.jpg. 
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Barack Hussein Obama was never with the American people, particularly American 

patriots.  He was always with America's enemies.  He was a frustrated individual 

when he became President-Elect in 2008 and he remained frustrated.  He could only 

compensate for this frustration by playing golf and conducting himself in every anti-

constitutional and anti-American activity that he could think of.  This is how Obama 

functioned.  This is his placard in eight years of change that were nothing but 

destruction, domestically and internationally. 

 

The picture of Obama's world is the picture of Obama.  His world is himself. He is at 

the center of the universe which he believes cannot exist without him.  He claims he 

has superior intelligence, but he was never able to explain political problems and 

their solutions.   He was only able to use strawman arguments and create chaos 

where no chaos existed.  Barack Hussein Obama's whole regime had no free choice 

to think otherwise and provide differing viewpoints.  In retrospect, everything was 

chaotic.  Chaos was his interest. Chaos was his bludgeon. Obama's lamestream 

media, Obama's cabinet, Obama's czars that he used to circumvent congressional 

control, Obama's consultants, Obama's so-called Republican opposition of RINOs, 

(Republicans In Name Only) were required to think as Obama thought.  Indeed, 

many of them were bought for their thinking! 

 

Barack Hussein Obama isolated the United States of America against playing a 

constructive role in world politics from a position of strength.  He tried to be brutal in 

drawing red lines.  But every foreign government leader saw that his red lines were 

nothing more than wet washcloths without substance slapped at a non-existent 

object.   Barack Hussein Obama was unable to realize that the world is complicated 

and that his foreign policy could not withstand pressure from America's adversaries, 

from North Korea and China to the United Nations and the Islamic State, which 

Obama helped to create and described as only a junior varsity team in the arena of 

world conflict games.  

 

Barack Hussein Obama did not desire to penetrate the Middle East conflict, but took 

sides with the Muslim groups and countries that desire to exterminate Israel.  Obama 

did not construct an advisory system upon which America could rely.  Rather, he 
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decided to place American power under the auspices of the Muslim-controlled United 

Nations, the most politically corrupt organization in the world. 

 

In Hillary Rodham Clinton and John Kerry he had persons who would respectively 

make any anti-American decision for money and who would sell his birthright for a 

word of praise from Islamic terrorists.  Both of them never really never had an 

American foreign policy.  Both of them were YES persons.  Hillary said YES to 

everything that brought in contributions to the Clinton Foundation.  Kerry said YES to 

everything that was pro-Islam, anti-Israel, and anti-American.  That was Obama's 

intent:  nominate people who will say YES to Obama and NO to America.  The YES-

in-Chief said YES to everything that he envisioned as a socialist-communist, in reality 

everything that was fascist and totalitarian.  All three, Obama, Clinton, and Kerry 

were and are pathetic.   

 

In the Obama regime, it was totally clear how power was distributed.  It wasn't!  It 

was the goodwill of Obama.  It was Obama instructed.  Governmental power did not 

come from the American Constitution.  Political power did not flow into the 

bureaucracy with department heads being able to make their own decisions.  

Everything came from Obama's evil-infested cranium.  

 

Obama's statements were formulated lies.  He very often contradicted himself 

because he did not understand the subject matter, or was more concerned with 

playing a round of golf.   

 

Obama truth developed a new system, a parallel universe that came with Obama's 

hallucinations of lies with which he managed to dumb down Americans.  They have 

accepted them and they are comfortable.  Assuredly, Obama's regime made the 

American citizen and the illegal immigrants comfortable, even more so than 

vegetables, for even vegetables decide on their own when to make the decision to 

feed on nutritious sources so that they can grow.  However, there were never 

nutritious sources from the Obama regime that would allow America and Americans 

to grow.   All that came out of the Obama political cloaca was a substance that was 

authoritarian and especially cesspool-left-wing-propagandized populism. 
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Obama feels comfortable in this kind of world because he is able to bend it to his 

liking.  Obama's lies are the deliberate creation of a different reality and in this 

pseudo-reality is where Obama is masterly:  the created chaos, the created straw 

arguments yielding created confusion. 

 

Barack Hussein Obama – no one really knows who he really is and from whence he 

comes – always stressed that his policies were for the average American without 

having any concept of what made up the Average American.  It was this method that 

kept Americans separated from reality.  

 

At  http://pamelageller.com/2017/01/giving-aid-comfort.html/ American patriot Pamela 

Geller evaluates what Obama has done in eight years to help America’s enemies.    

“And while he may be leaving office, his actions warrant review and 

reflection, lest we ever again become proud enough to boast, ‘That could 

never happen here.’  Much did happen, and we were content to ignore, 

block, unfriend, change the channel, and avoid the sobering reality of 

Obama’s open assault on the foundations of America.  Historians will write 

about what he was able to accomplish in plain sight, and will surely 

express awe at the total abject blindness and apathy our citizens 

exercised in response to his crimes.”  

“Logic dictates that once is a mistake, twice is suspicious, and three times 

is a pattern.  In short, the actions of Obama as president continually 

favoring enemies of the United States are not just suspicious—they are 

official policy.  At some point, Obama’s actions must be understood as 

criminal and premeditated.  Obama is not incompetent.  He is simply on 

the opposite side, a scary though obvious conclusion.” 

Barack Hussein obama is always scary and a continued threat to the existence of the 

United States of America because Barack Hussein Obama lives in a world of his own 

created illusions of omnipotent fantasies.  

 

The English language is very creative and contains irrefutable truths.  There are five 

words in English that when placed together are a most beautiful GOOD-BYE to Barack 

Hussein and Michelle Obama.  With all sincerity, they are: 
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GOOD RIDDANCE  

 

 

TO 

 

 

BAD RUBBISH! 
 

*** 

 
 
 
Frederick William Dame 
Patriotic, Steadfast, and True 
January 19, 2017 


